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Abstract—In modern smart grids deployed with various ad-
vanced sensors, e.g., phasor measurement units (PMUs), bad
(anomalous) measurements are always inevitable in practice.
Considering the imperative need for filtering out potential bad
data, this paper develops a simple yet efficient online bad PMU
data detection approach by exploring spatial-temporal correla-
tions. With no requirement on specific prior knowledge or domain
expertise, it performs model-free, label-free, and non-iterative
bad measurement detection in power systems from a data-driven
perspective. Specifically, spatial-temporally correlated regional
measurements acquired by PMUs are first gathered as a spatial-
temporal time series (TS) profile. Afterwards, TS subsequences
contaminated with bad PMU data are identified by characterizing
anomalous spatial-temporal nearest neighbors (STNN). To make
the whole approach competent in processing online streaming
PMU data, an efficient strategy for accelerating STNN discovery
is tactfully designed. Numerical test results on the Nordic test
system and the realistic China Southern Power Grid demonstrate
the reliability, efficiency and scalability of the proposed approach
in practical online monitoring.
Index Terms—Bad data detection, data analytics, spatial-
temporal correlation, synchrophasor measurements, time series.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the rapid development of smart sensing and Internet
of things (IoT) technologies, advanced wide-area measure-
ment systems (WAMS) have been increasingly deployed in
modern smart grids [1], [2]. By acquiring high-resolution
measurement data using phasor measurement units (PMUs)
in a synchronized manner, the WAMS significantly enhance
power grids’ capability in situational awareness during online
monitoring. In this circumstance, the PMU data quality acts as
the cornerstone of many WAMS-based advanced applications,
such as online dynamic stability assessment [3], wide-area
event detection [4], and wide-area stability control [5].
However, due to the inevitability of sensing errors and
WAMS component malfunctions, bad (anomalous) PMU data
are widely witnessed in practice. For example, in China
Southern Power Grid (CSG), statistical analysis by system
operators shows that about 10%∼30% of PMU measurements
are contaminated with bad data. Besides, as PMU measure-
ments acquired during online monitoring come into the data
centers and control rooms as data streams, potential bad PMU
data should be timely filtered out to avoid undesirable data
accumulation. Therefore, it is imperative to develop reliable
and efficient bad PMU data detection (BPDD) schemes for
practical power grids.
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In terms of BPDD, the research community has made
tremendous efforts to tackle this problem during power system
online monitoring. Conventionally, state estimation (SE) re-
lated approaches are widely adopted to perform online BPDD.
In [6], with the help of a non-linear weighted least squares
state estimator, normalized residual tests are performed to
identify bad data. An augmented state vector approach is
proposed for SE in [7], which is able to both detect bad PMU
data and improve the data quality. Recently, by classifying
suspicious data into small groups and implementing largest
normalized residual tests in parallel, a highly efficient SE
based BPDD method is reported in [8]. Based on quadratic
prediction and Kalman filtering, an algorithm is proposed in
[9] to preprocess bad PMU data before performing SE. In
addition, some recent PMU-based applications have taken the
problem of BPDD into account to improve their applicability.
For example, focusing on identifying multiple power line out-
ages in the presence of bad PMU data, a systematic framework
is developed in [10], which helps correct bad measurements
simultaneously. With the dual target of enhancing system
observability and bad data detection, a unified PMU placement
scheme for wide-area SE is proposed in [11]. While these
methods have exhibited their strength in coping with BPDD in
their case studies, their reliability could be impaired in practice
due to their heavy reliance on system topological information
and model parameters.
In recent years, a handful of inspiring data-driven efforts
have shown high potential in fulfilling the BPDD task. In [12],
based on the low-rank property of spatial-temporal measure-
ment matrices, missing PMU data are detected and recovered
by solving a low-rank matrix completion problem. Similarly,
the low-rank property of the Hankel structure is exploited
to identify and correct bad PMU data in [13]. Recently, on
the basis of the intrinsic spatial-temporal correlations between
multiple PMU channels, a density based clustering method
called local outlier factor (LOF) analysis is introduced in
[14], [15] for BPDD. Essentially, these methods exploit power
systems’ inherent spatial-temporal properties/correlations re-
flected in regional PMU measurements to detect potential
anomalies. Compared with the afore-mentioned model-based
solutions, these model-free alternatives would achieve more
reliable BPDD in the presence of inaccurate topology in-
formation or parameter errors. Nevertheless, they have their
own limitations. As the low-rank based approaches in [12],
[13] involve complicated optimization procedures to solve the
BPDD problem, their implementations are likely to be com-
putationally expensive in practical onling monitoring. While
the LOF-based method [14], [15] carries out BPDD at a high
speed, its online reliability depends on the preparation of
a high-quality historical PMU database (with no bad data),
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2which requires tough class labeling efforts to screen out all
the anomalous historical data.
Taking the above research gaps into account, this paper de-
velops an efficient model-free BPDD scheme by unsupervised
time series (TS) data analytics. Following the fundemantal idea
of exploiting spatial-temporal correlations to perform BPDD
[12]–[15], a much simpler yet more efficient BPDD approach
is put forward, with neither need for costly iteration nor for
painstaking offline labeling. In particular, with sequential PMU
measurements in a specific region integrated as a spatial-
temporal TS profile, the BPDD problem is first converted to
spatial-temporal anomaly detection from TS. Then, sequen-
tial BPDD is efficiently performed by identifying anomalous
TS subsequences which remain far away from their spatial-
temporal nearest neighbors (STNN).
The BPDD scheme proposed in this paper does not involve
time-consuming offline training that is widely witnessed in
most big data analytics approaches. In addition, it does not
contain any complicated data processing or optimization pro-
cedure. Instead, after the completion of data acquisition, it
simply and efficiently works in a ”plug-and-play” fashion.
Owing to this attractive feature, this scheme is capable of
addressing online PMU data streams in a computationally
efficient and reliable way. The main contributions and merits
of this paper are outlined below.
• Based on unsupervised TS data analytics, this work de-
velops a data-driven BPDD approach for practical power
grids, with desirable model-free, label-free, and non-
iterative features.
• By fully exploring spatial-temporal correlations, the
BPDD approach can precisely detect various types of bad
data even with extremely weak anomalous behaviours.
• A fast STNN discovery strategy is tactfully introduced to
perform BPDD in a highly simple and fast manner, which
makes it suitable for handling real-time data streams.
• With the whole approach working in a cost-effective way,
it exhibits strong applicability and scalability in practical
contexts, as demonstrated in experimental tests on the
real-world CSG with field PMU measurements.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section
II describes the BPDD problem and formulates it as detecting
spatial-temporal anomalies. Section III presents the model-free
sequential BPDD approach in detail. In Sections IV and V,
numerical tests are extensively carried out on the Nordic test
system and the real-world CSG to test the performances of the
proposed approach. Finally, Section VI concludes the paper.
II. BAD PMU DATA: SPATIAL-TEMPORAL ANOMALY
A. Problem Description
For a certain region in a given power grid, suppose nb
PMUs are installed at nb neighboring buses for online moni-
toring. When these buses are located in a small region, they
are expected to present relatively strong electrical couplings.
Given an observation time window (OTW) of length T , PMU
measurements are sequentially acquired from individual buses
with a sampling interval of ∆t. Sequential PMU data of a cer-
tain type of electrical quantities, e.g., voltage magnitude, are
gathered as a spatial-temporal measurement matrix consisting
of nb TS:
X =

x1
x2
...
xnb
 =

x11 x12 · · · x1,n
x21 x22 · · · x2,n
...
...
...
...
xnb,1 xnb,2 · · · xnb,n
 (1)
where xi = {xi,1, xi,1, ..., xi,n} is the TS of PMU measure-
ments obtained from bus i (1 ≤ i ≤ nb), and n = T/∆t is the
number of data points in xi. In fact, X can be decomposed
into two independent parts:
X = A+E =

α1
α2
...
αnb
+

1
2
...
nb
 (2)
where A = [α1,α2, ...,αnb ]
T and E = [1, 2, ..., nb ]
T
represent the ideally measured states of the power grid and
the measurement errors, respectively.
In essence, due to the inherent networked electrical cou-
plings between individual buses, neighboring buses generally
have similar dynamic behaviors in both normal quasi-steady
states and dynamic processes caused by transient events.
Hence, relatively strong spatial-temporal correlations dwell in
the nb TS of A, i.e., the sequences α1,α2, ...,αnb share
significant similarities with each other. X is expected to
inherit such spatial-temporal correlations from A provided
that the measurement errors in E are trivial. However, if the
measurement errors become too large, the intrinsic spatial-
temporal correlations cannot be sufficiently captured by the
matrix X . Based on the definition in [14], such PMU data
with large measurement errors are called bad (low-quality)
PMU data. Note that the extreme case of complete PMU data
loss can be also considered as bad data by filling the lost PMU
measurements with zero values. In fact, as the spatial-temporal
patterns characterized by bad PMU data are significantly
different from the original spatial-temporal characteristics of
the actual system dynamics, the corresponding sequential bad
data are deemed as spatial-temporal anomalies in X . In this
regard, the fundamental task of detecting bad PMU data can
be converted to identifying spatial-temporal anomalies in X .
B. Illustrative Example
With the above description of spatial-temporal correlations
in PMU data, how to exploit them to detect bad PMU data is
further illustrated using real-world PMU data acquired from
CSG. Three adjacent buses’ voltages in pre-fault, fault-on
and post-fault periods are sequentially acquired by PMUs,
as shown in Fig. 1. By comparing the differences of voltage
profiles between the three buses, one can easily figure out
there exist several bad data points in the first voltage profile.
Specifically, it is observed the first bus voltage experiences
data spikes at 5.94 s, 8.88 s and 12.56 s, respectively, while
the other two bus voltages seem to have relatively smooth
profiles at these time instants. Therefore, the three data points
in the first voltage profile are detected as bad PMU data.
In fact, this simple BPDD example implicitly exploits the
knowledge about spatial-temporal correlations between the
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Fig. 1. Illustration of bad PMU data in a real-world power grid.
three buses, i.e., adjacent bus voltages are expected to have
similar dynamic voltage profiles. With a further insight into
Fig. 1, another two types of data, i.e., event and noisy data,
are found in the voltage profiles. In practical monitoring, the
existence of these two types of data makes it difficult to
identify bad data in some situations, as described below.
Event Data vs. Bad Data: After a transient event, the system
undergoes drastic voltage evolution. Similar to those bad data,
the event data acquired from fault-on and post-fault system
dynamics present sudden changes of voltage levels. While
event data in Fig. 1 have much larger voltage sags than bad
data, in some cases where the event is not that severe, it may be
difficult to distinguish them due to similar voltage deviations.
Noisy Data vs. Bad Data: With part of the voltage profiles
of Fig. 1 zoomed in, noises are observed in quasi-steady
states. In fact, this is because the real-world power grid always
undergoes changes and variations and the WAMS is subject
to measurement errors and ambient noises all the time. Thus,
the PMU measurements are actually noisy data. On some
occasions, if the noise level is relatively high, how to identify
bad data from noisy profiles would be very challenging.
The above difficulty can be tackled by taking full advantage
of spatial-temporal correlations. As shown in Fig. 1, without
bad data, both contemporary event and noisy data of adjacent
buses still share similar evolution trends with each other,
i.e., they still sufficiently capture the inherent spatial-temporal
features in the physical system. In contrast, bad data are
likely to break the original spatial-temporal patterns of the
actual system dynamics. As will be shown in the sequel, these
features are extremely helpful for accurately identifying bad
data from practical PMU measurements.
III. SEQUENTIAL BAD PMU DATA DETECTION
In the spatial-temporal measurement matrix X , if it does
not contain bad data, the nb TS will resemble each other
to some degree. Under this circumstance, each subsequence
extracted from the TS would have at least one neighbor
staying relatively close to itself. Otherwise, a TS subsequence
including bad data would be a spatial-temporal anomaly that
is significantly different from other subsequences, thus being
very dissimilar to its nearest neighbor. Following these basic
ideas, an efficient sequential BPDD approach by characterizing
STNN is developed in this paper. Its technical details are
described in the following.
A. Profiling STNN for BPDD
With all the nb TS concatenated one by one, the nb × n
measurement matrix X is reshaped into a vectorized TS:
x′ = [x′1, x
′
2, ..., x
′
k, ..., x
′
N ], for N = nb × n (3)
where x′k = xi,j is the original entry in the ith row (1 ≤ i ≤
nb) and jth column (1 ≤ j ≤ n) of X , with i = ceil(k/n)
(rounding towards +∞) and j = k−(i−1)∗n. By designating
a length value m (3 ≤ m ≤ N ), (N −m + 1) subsequences
of length m are extracted from x′:
x′u,m = {x′u, x′u+1, ..., x′u+m−1}, for 1 ≤ u ≤ N−m+1 (4)
Given two subsequences x′u,m and x
′
v,m (1 ≤ u, v ≤ N −
m+ 1), their dissimilarity is measured by
du,v =
√
2m
(
1− Mu,v −mµuµv
mσuσv
)
(5)
where Mu,v =
∑m
k=1 xu+k−1x
′
v+k−1 is the dot product of
x′u,m and x
′
v,m, µu and µv are their mean values, and σu
and σv are their standard deviations, respectively. Note that,
as illustrated in [16], [17], (5) is equivalent to the normalized
Euclidean distance. The reason why such an apparently more
complex distance measure is adopted here is that it can
achieve significant acceleration for vectorized STNN profile
calculations (see Section III-B).
For each subsequence in x′, by calculating its distances to
all the subsequences in x′, a distance vector is obtained:
du = [du,1, du,2, ..., du,N−m+1] (1 ≤ u ≤ N −m+ 1) (6)
The minimum distance values are then collected from each
distance vector (with du,u deleted from du to avoid trivial
minimum estimation) to form a vectorized profile:
pNN = [min(d1),min(d2), ...,min(dN−m+1)] (7)
As pNN represents the collection of all the subsequences’
distances to their nearest neighbors in the spatial-temporal
measurement matrix, it is thus called the STNN profile.
By setting a threshold ξ, the subsequence x′u,m would be
identified as an anomaly (containing bad PMU data) if its
STNN distance satisfies the following condition:
pNN (u) = min(du) > ξ (8)
The condition in (7) indicates that x′u,m is significantly differ-
ent from others, with its nearest neighbor being far away from
it. Hence, bad PMU data are expected to exist in x′u,m. In order
to let this criterion be adaptive to statistical characteristics of
different spatial-temporal profiles, the threshold for decision
is automatically determined by
ξ = µ(pNN ) +Kσ(pNN ) (9)
where µ(pNN ) and σ(pNN ) are the mean value and standard
deviation of pNN , and K is a coefficient controlling the
4criterion’s sensitivity. Based on (9), ξ represents a certain
anomalous level, which is similar to the 3σ rule in Gaussian
distributions. Empirical tests show that setting the coefficient
to K = 6 generally results in highly reliable BPDD.
B. Fast STNN Discovery
The derivation of STNN in (7) involves numerous dis-
tance calculations and comparisons, especially when the total
number of subsequences in x′ is very large. With a brute-
force manner of calculating and comparing pair-wise distances
one by one, the overall computational complexity of profiling
STNN would be extremely high. If not treated properly, such
a heavy computational burden will deteriorate the proposed
approach’s online performances in practice, where streaming
PMU data need to be processed efficiently. To speed up online
BPDD, a fast STNN discovery strategy is introduced in this
paper based on a novel pairwise similarity search algorithm
[18], [19].
The key to accelerating the procedure of STNN discovery
lies in improving the efficiency of pairwise distance calculation
in (5). As the mean values and standard deviations in (5) can
be efficiently computed by existing commercial software such
as MATLAB, the main concern is how to quickly obtain the
dot product Mu,v . In this paper, the convolution based discrete
Fourier transform (DFT) and its inverse counterpart [18] are
exploited to perform batch dot-product computations for du
in a vectorized manner. Before the DFT manipulation, two
synthetic sequences are first derived from x′ and x′u,m by
padding zeros and re-ordering elements in a mirrored way:
x′p = [x
′
1, x
′
2, ..., x
′
N , 0, 0, · · · , 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
N zeros
] (10)
y′u = [x
′
u+m−1, x
′
u+m−2, ..., x
′
u, 0, 0, · · · , 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
(2N−m) zeros
] (11)
Then, DFT is performed on x′p and y
′
u, which yields{
X ′p = F(x′p) = [X ′1, X ′2, ..., X ′2N ]
Y ′u = F(y′u) = [Y ′u1, Y ′u2, ..., Y ′u,2N ]
(12)
where F(∗) denotes DFT. Based on the DFT calculation
results, inverse DFT is further carried out:
Qu = F−1(X ′p  Y ′u) = [Qu1, Qu2, ..., Qu,2N−1] (13)
where F−1(∗) represents inverse DFT, and  denotes the dot
product of X ′p and Y
′
u. In fact, as demonstrated in [18], all the
pairwise dot products between x′u,m and other subsequences
are included in Qu, and they can be efficiently retrieved as
Mu,i = Qu,m−1+i, for 1 ≤ i ≤ N −m+ 1 (14)
As can be observed in (10)-(14), by performing sequential
dot products once and DFT based calculation three times, the
original estimation of (N−m+1) sequential dot-products can
be quickly finished in a vectorized way. This would lead to a
significant acceleration for searching STNNs. Moreover, based
on the recursive relationship between successive dot products,
further speed-up can be achieved. Given the dot product value
Mu,v , one can easily estimate Mu+1,v+1 as
Mu+1,i+1 = Mu,v − x′ux′v + x′u+mx′v+m (15)
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Fig. 2. One-line diagram of the Nordic test system.
Based on the above preliminaries, the following strategy
is adopted to efficiently compute dot products for all the
subsequences: 1) {M11,M12, ...,M1,N−m+1} are quickly cal-
culated using (10)-(14); 2) the remaining dot products are
recursively computed via (15). With this simple strategy, the
procedure of STNN discovery could be tens to hundreds of
times faster than the brute force method.
IV. SIMULATION TEST IN BENCHMARK SYSTEM
The proposed approach was first tested on the Nordic test
system to verify its efficacy. This is a benchmark system
simplified from the actual Swedish and Nordic power grid
[20]–[22]. As shown in the shaded area of Fig. 2, the five
adjacent 130-kV buses in its receiving-end area, i.e., buses
1041∼1045, were assumed to be configured with PMUs for
online monitoring. Supposing that the system encountered
transient events such as three-phase short circuits, time-domain
simulations were conducted to simulate the acquisition of
sequential PMU data during system dynamics. Specifically,
PMU data were acquired with a sampling rate of 100 Hz. The
length of the OTW was set to 5 s. With 500 data points in the
OTW, the length of subsequences for STNN discovery was
empirically specified as 1/10 of the OTW, i.e., m = 50.
Taking voltage measurements for example, the reliability
and efficiency of the proposed approach for BPDD in various
typical scenarios are demonstrated below.
A. BPDD in Data Spike Scenario
A relatively small data spike was imposed on the voltage
profile of bus 1041, as shown in Fig. 3(a). During STNN
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Fig. 3. BPDD in the presence of data spikes.
discovery, all the TS from different buses were normalized
by their respective steady-state measurements. To avoid trivial
anomaly detection of adjacent subsequences with substantial
overlaps, a sliding step with length of m/10 = 5 was set
to detect spatial-temporal anomalies in the STNN profile (the
same below). In particular, starting from the peak point with
the largest STNN distance, if it satisfies the criterion in (8), the
corresponding subsequence is identified as a spatial-temporal
anomaly. Then, the two neighboring data points with five steps
from the peak point are examined using (8). In this way, all the
potential anomalies are screened out, as depicted in Fig. 3(b).
The corresponding subsequences are further characterized in
Fig. 3(c).
Clearly, the data spike is successfully detected by the
proposed approach. In fact, as can be observed in Fig. 3,
compared with the slight data spike, a more significant voltage
deviation caused by the transient event is experienced in
the same OTW. The proposed approach not only accurately
detects the small data spike, but also bypasses the much more
fluctuating transient event data. Such a strong discriminability
reveals that the inherent spatial-temporal correlations within
the system indeed help to distinguish abnormal data sensing
errors from its natural dynamics.
B. BPDD in Highly Noisy Scenario
The proposed approach was further tested in the presence of
high-level noises. Specifically, Gaussian white noises with the
signal-to-noise-ratio set to 40 dB were partially superposed on
the voltage profile of bus 1041, as depicted in Fig. 4(a). Fol-
lowing the similar BPDD procedure presented above, spatial-
temporal anomalies and the corresponding subsequences with
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Fig. 4. BPDD in the presence of high-level noises.
bad data were figured out, as shown in Fig. 4(b)-(c). Obviously,
the bad data with high-level noises are correctly identified as
spatial-temporal anomalies. Analogous to the above BPDD
results, the proposed approach avoids false detection of the
event data.
C. BPDD in Unchanged Data Scenario
Assuming the potential transformer (PT) configured for the
PMU at bus 1041 temporarily encounters device failures from
2.5 s to 2.7 s, the corresponding voltage measurements of
bus 1041 become unchanged during the time interval. Given
this scenario, whether the proposed approach can identify
such abnormal measurements was tested here. As exhibited in
Fig. 5, the proposed approach accurately detects the unchanged
subsequences as well, without committing false alarm on the
event data.
D. Comprehensive BPDD Performances
Taking into account typical operating conditions, topologi-
cal changes and fault locations in the Nordic test system, 600
dynamic cases subject to various contingencies were generated
by time-domain simulations. In each case, the above three
types of bad data were imposed onto the voltage profile of
bus 1041 to simulate anomalies. The OTW sliding with a
step of ∆T = 1 s was utilized to extract five windows
of PMU data from buses 1041∼1045 for each case. Based
on these settings, 9000 PMU measurement matrices were
obtained for BPDD. For comparative study, the representative
LOF based method in [15] was also carried out. To make
the comparison reasonable, the two LOF thresholds in [15]
were carefully tuned to achieve the optimal performance. Both
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TABLE I
STATISTICAL BPDD PERFORMANCES ON THE NORDIC TEST SYSTEM
Method Misdetectionrate/%
False alarm
rate/% Accuracy/%
Proposed 0.43 4.46 95.11
LOF analysis [15] 3.28 1.48 95.24
Remark 1: Misdetection rate is the ratio of falsely dismissed
anomalous instances (with bad data), while false alarm rate stands for
what percentage of normal instances is falsely labeled as anomalies.
the two methods’ performances on the 9000 measurement
matrices are summarized in Table I.
As can be seen, the proposed approach is competitive with
LOF analysis. Yet it should be noticed that the proposed ap-
proach has a remarkable advantage over the latter in practical
implementations, i.e., it has no requirement on preparing a
high-quality learning set. Besides, it is found that the proposed
approach has much lower risk of misdetecting anomalies.
E. Computational Efficiency of BPDD
The computational efficiency of the BPDD approach was
tested here by recording its computation time in each scenario.
All the tests were carried out using a PC configured with
a 3.60-GHz∗8 Intel Core i7-7700 CPU and 32.0 GB RAM.
For comparative study, a brute-force method without adoption
of the fast STNN discovery strategy (see Section III-B) is
conducted for BPDD as well. The time consumptions of the
two methods in the three scenarios are summarized in Table II.
Evidently, after the adoption of the fast STNN discovery
strategy, the computational efficiency of BPDD is dramatically
improved by more than 10 times. Concretely, it costs the
TABLE II
BPDD COMPUTATION TIME IN TYPICAL SCENARIOS
Method Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3 Average Time
Proposed 0.342 s 0.325 s 0.302 s 0.323 s
Brute-force 3.827 s 3.648 s 3.812 s 3.762 s
Remark 2: Scenarios 1∼3 correspond to sequential PMU mea-
surements with data spikes, high-level noises and unchanged data,
respectively.
proposed approach less than 0.35 s to complete BPDD for
a OTW of 5 s. In practical onling monitoring, highly efficient
streaming BPDD can be performed by continuously sliding
the OTW with a time step of 0.4∼0.5 s.
V. EXPERIMENTAL TEST IN PRACTICAL SYSTEM
With field PMU data collected from the real-world CSG,
the proposed approach was further tested in practical con-
texts to show its applicability and scalability. In particular,
synchronous voltage measurement matrices with a OTW of
16 s were acquired from CSG for case study here. The
PMU sampling rate was specified as 25 Hz in CSG. Taking
a small region in Guangdong Province with seven 500-kV
buses for example, i.e., the Guangzhou subsystem depicted
in Fig. 6 [23], the seven buses’ voltage profiles were col-
lected for BPDD tests. Note that, unlike the simulation based
PMU measurements in test systems, as there exist multiple
channels to measure bus voltages at a single substation (bus),
multiple voltage TS can be obtained for the same bus in
the bulk system. Considering this practical situation, a two-
layer BPDD scheme was designed here: 1) At each substation,
multi-channel PMU data are gathered and concatenated as a
spatial-temporal TS for BPDD; those channels identified to
be contaminated with bad data are excluded from the data
sources, and the substation’s voltage profile is estimated by
averaging the voltage sequences of the remaining channels. 2)
In the specific region, all the substations’ voltage profiles are
collected and concatenated to perform BPDD, which is similar
to that in the Nordic test system.
A. BPDD in Substation Layer
Without loss of generality, a substation was randomly cho-
sen from the region to illustrate the performance of BPDD in
the substation layer. As presented in Fig. 7, there are eight
channels at this substation. However, the voltage measure-
ments in the seventh channel remain unchanged with zero
value in the whole OTW. In addition, there exist three fairly
small data spikes (about 0.005 pu) in the fourth channel. All
of these measurements are actually bad data at the substation.
With 400 data points in the 16-sec OTW, the length of
subsequence was simply set to m = n/10 = 40 for STNN
discovery. Fig. 8 summarizes the BPDD results.
As can be seen, the proposed approach successfully identi-
fies all the bad data in the substation. Not only all the abnormal
zero-value PMU measurements are effectively detected, but
also the three extremely weak data spikes are correctly recog-
nized. Besides, it is noticed that no false detection is made on
the event data, although they have a much larger fluctuation
of 0.2 pu than the data spikes. Note that such a highly
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accurate BPDD is finished in 0.413 s, which well satisfies the
online requirement on high efficiency. As multiple substations’
measurements need to be examined, parallel computing can be
carried out to further accelerate BPDD in the substation layer.
B. BPDD in Regional Layer
After the completion of BPDD in the substation layer, all the
seven substations’ PMU measurements were integrated as a TS
profile to perform regional BPDD. The corresponding BPDD
result is shown in Fig. 9. As can be seen, all the bad data in the
form of an abnormally unchanged voltage value (0.454 pu) in
the entire OTW (collected from one substation) was accurately
identified by the proposed approach. The reason why the
anomalous data are not detected by the substation layer’s
BPDD lies in that all the channels’ voltage measurements
at the substation remain unchanged. Essentially, they do not
go against the inherent spatial-temporal correlations between
multiple channels at the substation. Nevertheless, based on
the spatial-temporal correlations between adjacent substations,
these bad data are successfully filtered out in the regional layer.
The proposed approach spends 0.386 s to achieve BPDD in the
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Fig. 8. BPDD with multi-channel voltage TS.
regional layer. Hence, the whole BPDD task can be completed
in no more than 0.8 s, resulting in a high online efficiency.
C. Comprehensive BPDD Performances
With nearly 2 hours of field PMU measurements collected
from CSG in August, 2018, the 16-sec OTW sliding with
a step of ∆T = 1 s was utilized to acquire 6000 realistic
synchronous measurement matrices. Based on the two-layer
BPDD scheme, voltage measurements at each substation were
first filtered out by the proposed approach, and they were then
averaged for BPDD in the regional layer. For reginal-layer
BPDD, similar to the tests on the Nordic test system, both
the proposed approach and the LOF based method [15] were
performed for comparative study. Taking a certain substation
for instance, its comprehensive BPDD results are summarized
in Table III. Again, the two methods achieve comparable
BPDD performances. However, it should be pointed out the
preparation of a clean learning database for LOF based method
is extremely time-consuming and costly in practice, because
one has to resort to system operators with special domain
expertise for class labeling. In this respect, the proposed
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TABLE III
STATISTICAL BPDD PERFORMANCES ON CSG
Method Misdetectionrate/%
False alarm
rate/% Accuracy/%
Proposed 0.23 4.30 95.47
LOF analysis [15] 0.58 4.02 95.40
approach without such requirements would be preferred in
practical online monitoring.
VI. CONCLUSION
Based on the inherent spatial-temporal correlations during
power system dynamics, this paper develops a model-free
TS data-driven approach for online BPDD. With no need
for labeling bad PMU data in advance for offline learning,
it performs unsupervised BPDD in a a highly efficient way.
Specifically, following the idea that spatial-temporal anomalies
are significantly different from their STNN, sequential BPDD
is carried out by performing fast STNN discovery and filtering
out those subsequences with abnormal STNN distance values.
With no requirement on iterative learning, it gets rid of time-
consuming offline learning, being suitable for handling online
PMU data streams. Numerical test results on the Nordic test
system show that the proposed approach achieves excellent
performances in various bad data scenarios. Further tests
with field PMU data in CSG demonstrate the scalability of
the BPDD approach in practical contexts. In relevant future
work, by combining explicit domain knowledge with machine
learning techniques, semi-supervised learning schemes would
be designed to further improve the overall accuracy of BPDD.
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